Create a deal with digital assets (two users)
According to the statistics, at the moment there are more than 1500 different kinds of digital currency on completely
different algorithms. Secure trading of digital assets only exists on well-known exchanges. However, desired
currencies cannot be found on all exchanges, and the prices may vary from site to site.
When trading digital assets directly between users, there is no assurance that you will receive your coins (tokens)!

Our first service (digital transaction) allows you to create a deposit addresses for the private exchange of digital assets.
Suppose that you have 100,000 coins of one denomination and there is a buyer for these coins, you agree on the
amount of 20 Litecoins. Create a link through our program with all the conditions and send it to the buyer, after both
parties accept the terms, the transaction can be completed. If there is an absence of one of the deposits, the
coins(tokens) are returned back to the sender.
This service pervades a convenient way to create a private and secured transaction in a non-market, pre-sale, or
exchange of coins(tokens).

Create a multi-payment
In the world of digital assets, there is a frequent need to distribute so-called "airdrops" and "bounties". The number
of coins(tokens) to be sent can be very large and the price of sending to each address can be costly and time
consuming.

Our secure service allows you to make multiple transactions, you only need to input a list of addresses on individual
lines, specify a start date for sending and deposit the desired number of coins (tokens), they will be distributed
between all addresses, in the case of an incorrect address, the assets for the incorrect address will be returned.

Create Crowdfunding in any digital assets
Crowdfunding has been a thing for a long time, for example in networks like Ethereum, Nxt, Lisk, and more, you
can create smart contracts with an extended number of options. But most of the coins (tokens) do not contain such
functions.

Our third service allows, in simple form, to acquire digital assets on any coins (tokens).
Simply create a contract deposit with our program on the selected asset, specify the conditions: start time, end
time, softcap, hardcap, etc.
You will spend less than a minute to create a contract. After creation of the contract, you can send or publish the
link on your website. A big plus is until the required softcap is met, the digital assets cannot be spent or used. This
insures all collected coins(tokens) will be returned if softcap is not met. Also after the creation of the contract, you
will be given access to all extensive statistics on interest and have the ability to vote and view the results.

Stable salary in digital currency
In the world of crypto currency, there is a need for a reliable salary payment of digital asset, there are currently a lot
of developers, managers, writers and others working to receive a monthly reward in coins(tokens). But the employer
may forget to pay the next amount.
Our fourth service allows you to Deposit the required amount and send it automatically and consistently on the
selected day of the month to the address of the employee.

